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INTRODUCTION

Property St Location

The four claims (SSM 89734-35 and 89740-41) are one-quarter 
mile west of Crazy Lake which is located more-or-less centrally in 
Twp. 163, Sault Ste.Marie Mining Division.

The claims are jointly recorded in the names of The Hanna 
Mining Co. and Hecla Mining Company of Canada Ltd.

Access

The claims are accessible via a trail from Highway 546, the 
distance being about three-quarters of a mile.

Previous Exploration

Picket lines were cut over parts of the south two claims by 
previous owners; no information on any surveys that might have been 
conducted on these picket lines is available to the present owners.

Present Survey

This magnetic survey on the claims was performed between 
May 15 and September 12, 1968 in conjunction with a geological survey.

Three operators participated in various portions of the survey, 
namely:-

K. Buller (student) - 59 Rowanwood Ave., Toronto

F.L.Sharpley (geologist) - Box 598, Blind River, Ont.

G. E. Parsons (geologist) - 136 Chatsworth Drive, Toronto 12
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An Askania Torsion vertical field magnetometer with a 
sensitivity of 3 gammas was used for the survey on the south two claims.

A McPhar M 700 magnetometer was used in the north two 
claims. This is a vertical field magnetometer employing the flux gate 
principle. On the most sensitive scale range this instrument has an 
accuracy of 5 gammas.

The readings were taken at 100-ft. intervals and less on 
picket lines spaced at 400-ft. intervals. A total of 466 readings 
were taken within the boundaries of the four claims for an average of 
116 per claim.
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liSx ^ COMMENTS ON SURVEY DATA

ijjpl&lv'i The magnetic uata is only locally of value in interpreting the
^i^; s - geological picture. Since a geological report is being submitted at
f|Si the same time as this report, a geolo/ical interpretation appears
!0)^ unnecessary as it would largely be a repetition of that information.

't5 The magnetic anomalies are for the most part small, 
'; discontinuous, and isolated. They were all investigated in the field 

v; and the following comments are presented on them. (The letters 
designating the anomalies are marked on the attached map in red.)

Anomaly 'A' - No explanation for this anomaly is visible 
on the ground in the claims under consideration. Immediately to the 

. west, exposures indicate it is due to a magnetite-rich skarn zone in 
limestone on the footwall of the gabbro,

Anomaly 'B' - There are no rock exposures on the heart of 
the anomaly; cherty quartzites are adjacent to it. There is some 
evidence in the area to the west that ferruginous bands in this formation 
are causing anomalous conditions.

Anomaly 'C' - This anomaly occurs on the north side of an 
exposed fault (Flack Lake thrust) between two outcrops of Upper 
White quartzite. There is no visible explanation for the anomaly on 
the ground.

Anomaly 'D' - This anomaly falls in a narrow depression 
between outcrops of massive unaltered gabbro. Its probable cause is 
a magnetite-bearing fault.

Anomalies 'E' k 'F' - These anomalies occur on the north 
side of small cliff faces and their probable cause is the same as for 'D 1 .

* Anomaly 'G' - There is no apparent explanation for this 
small anomaly on the ground.

Anomalies 'H', 'J' k 'K' - These anomalies are in part 
falling on outcrops of basalt. Erratic anomalous conditions are 
characteristic of these formations.

Anomaly 'L' - This meandering linear anomaly is indicated, 
in two outcrops, to be caused by a diabase dike.

•Ife
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Anomaly 'M' - One outcrop indicates this northwest-i-rending 
linear anomaly is due to a diabase dike.

Anomaly 'N' - This anomaly is probably a southeastward 
continuation of the diabase dike causing anomaly 'M'. The failure of 
it to join directly on to that anomaly is probably due to offsetting by a 
crossfault.

Anomaly 'P' - There is no evidence on the ground for the 
cause of this anomaly.

Anomaly 'R' - Thi* anomaly is due to magnetite and pyrrhotite 
in a narrow zone in gabbro.

In conclusion, this magnetic survey failed to indicate any 
features of economic interest.

P&

G. E. Parsons.

Toronto, Ont. 
Oct. 20, 1968
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Location .

i!(SSM 89734, .89735, 89740 and 89741) are 
IjSi&fr-':.' v v located xnore-or-lesS centrally in Twp., 163, Sault Ste. Marie Mining

t'.'+f-~\L ' -:-'*-- ' i '.--,' ' ' c ' -\ ' - .n, "- '-'.'-' ' . ,,i . n. ,, * *. - ,j... !.i"*V. i : ' **

V* t' -' ^Division; They are one-quarter mile west of Crazy Lake."-' ' ' ' ' '' ''

claims af0 jointly held by The Kaana Mining Company 
nd He ci a Mining Company bf Canada^ Ltd*/" ^ \ '"'- ^

AccejBf ^ ; ; ; ', t, : ' ;' : '.' . , ,

The cloirne are accessible via a trail from highway 546 which 
le three-quarters of a mile to the northwest.

Previouti Exploration

Although the ground ha e been repeatedly staked in the past, 
no evidence, except for a set of picket lines on claim* SSM 89734 and 
89735, was noted of previous exploration.

Fre i sent Survey

The geological survey on these claims i t- part of a programme 
of surface exploration Initiated in the area by the writer in June 1967.

The survey* for the four ci aim t covered by thin report were 
performed in the period March l to September 14, 1968.

The personnel Involved were ae follows:

H.Boyer, Blind River - 
K. Patenaude, Espanola - 
G. E, Par tone, Toronto-

- llnecutter 
M

geologist
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:, ,:.;X ' The;ctalros are in some of the highest terrain In the area* 
estimated to be 500-800 feet above the Little White River valley to the

A dUtinct valley extends through the northerly two claims 
in a weet-northwest direction. On geological evidence, this depression 
is due to the Jlack Lake thrust fault.

In claim 89734, there is a tendency for the outcrop area to be 
aligned in a north-northeasterly direction suggesting faulting.

The overburden is ground moraine which fills In between the 
outcrop? and especially on the north tilde of rock ridges.

The topography IE illustrated on the attached map by "contours" 
and arrows to Indicate the slope of the ground.
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Post-Huronlan,' gabbro, diabase

Huronian -; V'."" ;.-''' ' • 1: ; ;' . ' .' ".•"Y/ vv'^ x " 

^Cobalt Croup "; - v j.: -''' :' . '. -' : '. :; '-\ 

Upper White QuarUite

Cherty Quartzite
•^

Bruce Group , , . ' ' - ;
; ; , :^,y, - , v. -,. - * - - ; r ,- ; :'

Bruce conglomerate: polymictic conglomerate

Upper MlBBissagl: 

Middle MifteUaagi: 

Crazy Lake:

Pre-Huronian (Keewatin)

f el spathic quartiite 

poiymictic conglomerate

conglomer.ttest arkose, 
greywacke

greenstone, rhyolite, 
amphibolite

Description of Formations 

pre^Huronien (Keewatin)

At 10 f 50N on Line ?OW there ie a single outcrop of a dense, 
siliceous, light grey-green coloured, massive; structureless rock 
considered to be rhyolite.

Scattered throughout the north half of claim 89734 are a variety 
of greenstone-type rocks intermixed with gabbro. One outcrop sho\vs poorly 
developed pillows while another outcrop contains some siliceous semi-banded 
rusty rock which is probably an interflow tuff bed. Most of the outcrops are 
foliated felspar-amphibolite types.

Huronian

Craty Lake Formations; The sedimentary rocks of this group 
are exposed in a number of relatively small outcrop areas in the south half 
of claim 69734. They consist of interbedded greywacke, arkose, granite
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boulder conglomerate, and a greenstone-quartz conglomerate. . '
'- ' ' ' ' ' -- ". '

The greywacko is fine-grained, dark grey, and finely bedded. 
The arkose is medium-grained, pink weathering but internally with a 
grey^gretn capt* (. It consists of about equal amount8 of felspar and 
quart* pJUB m^or^hlorite and other ferromagnesian minerals. It 
fhowe no bedding';except iii areas where it grades Into greywacke,' 
Locally it contains angvJar "blocks 1 ' of a rusty weathering eiliceoue iron 
formation.

The granite boulder conglomerate U a very distinctive rock 
unit with an exposed width of 30-50 ft. It consieto almost exclusively 
of well-rounded cobbles and boulders of granite in an arkosic matrix. 
An occasional quartz pebble is noted but not greenstone. It contains, 
like the arkose, scattered angular blocks of a rusty weathering siliceous 
iron formation.

The greenstone'quartz conglomerate ie only exposed in one 
trench juet west of 9 4- 7 5N on Line l"6\V. Ithas an exposed width 
of 4 feet. U IB a dark, dirty conglomerate with a scattering of 
quartz pebbles mixed with angular greenstone pebbles; the matrix is 
chloritic grains and quartz..

South of the sedimentary series is a basaltic flow with an 
indicated width at mrface of 300 feet. This is a massive, dark green, 
uniform, fine-graixied rock. It is locally characterized by an.ygdules 
filled with quartz, carbonates and/or chlorite.

Middle Missifraagi Formations; A s ingle poorly exposed outcrop 
of polymictic conglomerate was found overlying the basalt juct east of the 
f-m all lake in claim 89735. This rock it. the same as the conglomerate 
occurring elsewhere in the area immediately above the basalt. The 
gravel of this conglomerate is essentially composed of angular greeastone- 
type rockfc with the occasional quartz or granite pebble or cobble. The 
matrix is a dark chloritic green colour corr-poped essentially of greenstone 
granules plufe some quartz.

Upper M i SB i E sag 1^ Formation s; A few small outcrops of 
feitpathic quartzite are exposed in the south part of claim 89735. Thif; 
it a massive, unbedded, medium-grained, light yellowirh-green 
quartzite. There are frome vei y narrow beds of a fine dark grey-green 
coloureu greywacke in the lower or north part of this form&tion which 
probably r '.present a transitional phase to the Viddle Mi

.f". :
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f Bruee'Conglomerate; A small outcrop area of Bruc*.** N 
congl6merfite' is exposed in the northwest corner xrf claim 89741'. .At 
this loicUitjy*.It ie rno^e.pf^ medium-grained grit than co&glomirat;*} 
pebbles are scarce to absent but are frequent in some outcrops to the 
west. The outcrops have rusty patches due to the presence of 
disseminated sulphides, j: vThe black quar,ix grains, so characteristic 
of the Bruce conglomerate* mat rix, are distinctly present.

Cherty QuartgJte; These are exposed in two outcrop areas 
along Base 14ne E at 37W and between 15 and 18V . They are banded 
fine to dense cherty quartzite*. Ferruginous brown staining is 
characteristic of the bands.

Upper White Quartzite; Between ?8V and 32W on Base Line E 
are two outcrops of an iron-stained glassy orthoquartzite. Although there 
is nothing to indicate this is the Upper White rather than Lorrain, its 
position suggests the former.

Post - Hu ronian

Gabbro occupies high terrain in the west central part of the 
group. Here, the outcropr are invariably massive, medium-grained and 
with a granitoid texture. This is part of a "till-like" maf,s extending 
across th^ township. The south contact is finer-grained, indicating 
that cont is an intrusive rather than a faulted one; the northern limit 
of the \i" " 'H the claim group ie the Flack Lake thrust fault.

Scattered throughout as isolated outcrope, and in outcrops 
cutting greenstone in the north half of clairr 89734, arc gabbros. 
While some of these gabbros reeerr.ble that of the sill, othare appear to 
be older (more altered and indefinite).

Three outcrops of diabase with chilled contacts were found 
and these have been noted on the map. This rock is very similar to the 
gabbro and difficult to separate frorn it except when contacts are found. 
The evidence suggests the dikes strike northwest and dip steeply northeast.
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Foliation In the Keewatin amphiboiiteB strikes in a northerly 
direction and dips 55 to 70* to the eaet.

The strike of the Bruce Group of Huronian sediment B is 
unore-or-lese eaet-west with a dip averaging 50 to 55 * south.

group.
The attitude of the gabbro mas e le not indicated on the claim

The diabase dikes strike northwest and dip steeply northeast.

The Bruce Group of the Huronian rocks are part of the northern 
limb of a syncline striking ea^t-west.

The presence of north-northeact striking crossfaultB i* 
suggested by some topographical draws and the possible offsetting of the 
formations.

The major fault structure present on the claims is the Flack 
Lake thrust. It is exposed ab a 9-inch crushed zone between gabbro 
and quartzite In an outcrop just west of line 33V. and south of Base Line E. 
The strike of this exposed portion it east-west and the dip 85" s;outh. 
It is doubtful if this ie the total fault z,one but probably only one element 
of it.

MINERALI7.ATION

No evidence of economic mineralization was noted on the claim 
group. The greenetone-quartz conglomerate and the 
felspathic quartzite are slightly radioactive.

G. E. Parsons.
October 20, 1968
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ATTACHMENTS

Map - Geology
Crazy Lake CI. Block

Twp. 163 
Sault Ste. Marie Mining Div. , Ontario

Scale l in - 200 ft. 
Oct.68 G. E. Parsons
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